Easily
Manage
Situational
Awareness

Symmetry
CONTROL ROOM
TM

COMMAND AND CONTROL SOFTWARE UNIFIES SECURITY

OPERATE EFFICIENTLY

RESPOND QUICKLY

AUTOMATE WORKFLOWS

Symmetry Control Room captures alarms
from all systems in a single window allowing users to
make better decisions, operate more efficiently and
respond to incidents more quickly. Symmetry Control
Room automates manual disconnected processes
and provides a clear procedure, eliminating operators
from having to jump from application to application
when responding to alarms. It streamlines and
automates workflows that exist between disparate
systems to achieve optimal command and control.

Manage all alarms in real-time in a single
operational window

Manage all alarms and events from multiple systems
and operate your entire ecosystem from Control
Room including video, intrusion, visitor management,
identities, incidents and access control. The opensource platform provides unlimited flexibility to also
communicate with best-of-breed technologies.

Build custom virtual matrices with flexible
display options

Users can geographically monitor device generated
alarms, control security devices, and respond to
events in real-time using dynamic multi-layer vector
based maps to better visualize a unified security
environment. Customize graphical interfaces with
advanced mapping to easily navigate Symmetry
Access Control, Symmetry CompleteView Video
or any third par ty system. Control Room suppor ts
almost any graphical format, providing users flexibility
and total graphical freedom.
Symmetry Control Room allows you to migrate to
Symmetry Access Control at your own pace, providing
an easy to use interface during the transition. Make
smarter decisions when you have all the information.
Streamline processes to meet compliance, and save
money when you automate workflows and reduce
training time.

Contact AMAG for more information:

Supports many graphic formats and PDF
background providing freedom of choice
Easily drag and drop camera icons for display
on video wall
Quickly display and/or control devices within a
map or graphic

Use maps to easily geolocate the nearest
camera to an event
Add overlays to graphics or camera views for
status and control
Each operator can have a unique role based GUI

Unify siloed VMS systems in the same video wall

All information about
alarms and events on
one monitor to make
proactive decisions.
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